
 UGARIT Trio
Classical, Experimental Oriental Music

The Ugarit Trio represents the old Syrian music. With their own compositions they create a unique 
sound between the traditional and the contemporary, combining the high music culture of Syria 
and the region. The three top class musicians studied together at the Higher Institute of Music in 
Damascus and have already toured the world as representatives of their country. 

www.soundcloud.com/ugarit-trio

Line-up:
 
Mohamad Fityan – Nay&Kawala.
Mevan Younes – Buzuq
Nabil Hilaneh – Oud
George Saade – Arabic percussion (Guest)

http://www.soundcloud.com/ugarit-trio


MOHAMAD FITYAN
Nay und Kawala-Flöte 

Mohamad Fityan studied Nay and Kawala at the Higher Institute of Music in Damascus. He was a
solist and a musical teacher much in demand in Syria and the Arabic world. In 2014 he came to

Germany, where he played as a solist in various orchestras and ensembles. Via broadcasting,
television and the internet he is reaching and ever-growing audience. 

MEVAN YOUNES
Buzuq

Mevan Younes studied at the Higher Institute of Music in Damascus with the Azerbaijan professor
Askar Ali Akbar and has also worked as a musical teacher himself. As a buzuq-solist he worked for 
the Syrian Broadcast. He plays as a solist in various formations and orchestras. 

NABIL HILANEH
Oud

 
Nabil Hilaneh graduated from the Higher Institute of Music in Damascus with honors and 
worked as a musical teacher at the House of the Arabic Oud in Kairo. He played numerous 
concerts in Syria and all over the world. Since 2014 he lives in Berlin and plays concerts in Europe 
as a solist and with different ensembles, such as the Ugarit Trio and the Duo Damascus Berlin. 

George Saade
Arabic Percussion

George Saade studied piano and Arabic percussion at the Insitute of Music in Aleppo. Since then 
he has shown his musical versatility in various Arabic ensembles, be it a DJ or the Syrian Youth 
Orchestra. In 2003 he published his first album “Tajribeh” (“experiment”), which combines oriental
and western rhythms.  

Mohamad Fityan
Berlin- Germany
+49 157 58 310 715
www.soundcloud.com/ugarit-trio    
ugarit.trio@gmail.com
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